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EUPOL COPPS produces a
corporate film on its activities
EUPOL COPPS has finalized the
production of a 6-min film giving an
overview of its activities. The film
describes various mission activities,
from the RoL Human Right training
to the PGU evacuation exercise. It
also includes an interview from the HoM on the strategic objectives of the mission.
Link: https://youtu.be/nZziMqocoTs

Journalists field visit
EUPOL COPPS also organised a field visit of its activities for
five European journalists. The Belgian newspaper “Le Soir” published a very positive article on the mission on 15 April. On the
same day, the French newspaper “Ouest-France” and CSDPspecialized blog “Bruxelles2” both published articles on EUPOL
COPPS. Radio France International broadcasted on 17 April a 4min radio report on the same subject. Other news reports are
expected to be published in the coming weeks.

EUPOL COPPS facilitates workshop on Fair Trial
EUPOL COPPS facilitated two roundtable events on Fair Trial
for members of the Judiciary, Judges and Prosecutors, the Police
Service, Lawyers and Civil Servants working in the Ministry of
Interior as well as Non-Governmental Organisations representatives. The two events were held for two days. They include the
views of practitioners from the Districts in deliberations to further develop a comprehensive set of recommendations in order
to come to the full realization of the right to a fair trial in the
Palestinian Justice Sector.
www.eupolcopps.eu
http://eeas.europa.eu

Head of EUPOL COPPS Mission receives German
Bundestag delegation
EUPOL COPPS hosted a delegation from the Committee on
Internal Affairs of the German Bundestag, headed by Chairman
Wolfgang Bosbach. The 12-member delegation was briefed by
the Head of Mission, Mr. Rodolphe Mauget, by members of the
Senior Management, and by the German National Contingent
leader, on EUPOL COPP’S mandate, notably on the assistance
to the Palestinian Civilian Police and Ministry of Interior, and to
the Palestinian Criminal Justice Institutions.

EUPOL COPPS hands over evidence bags to
Palestinian police
EUPOL COPPS handed over evidence bags to the head of the
Automated Finger Print Identification System (AFIS) Section of
the Palestinian Civil Police (PCP). The main objective of the
project is to replenish the PCP with evidence bags in the Criminal Investigation Department District units as it was running
out of proper plastic evidence bags for seized items.
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